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Even when PEtEr QuILL was a little 

boy on Earth, he always defended people in 

need. If someone was being picked on① at 

school, Peter stood up for them, even if it meant 

getting in fights with bullies② who were bigger 

than he was. Peter just seemed to have been 

born with a strong sense of justice.

When he was a little older, Peter finally learned 

from his mother the truth about his father. Peter’s 

The Story of 

star-Lord
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dad was from another planet, called Spartax. 

His father and mother had met and fallen in 

love when his father’s ship had crashed on 

Earth.

Knowing that he had a father out in the 

galaxy drove Peter to reach for the stars. 

He studied hard in school, 

designed his own spaceship, 

and eventually took off 

from Earth to explore the 

galaxy!

Many things were very 

different on the alien③ worlds 

Peter visited, but one thing

star-Lord

① pick on 捉弄，欺负  ② bully n. 欺凌弱小者 

③ alien adj. 异星的
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remained the same. . . .Wherever Peter went 

he found that there was always some bully who 

wanted to pick on the little guys. Peter wasn’t 

going to let that happen, no matter what planet 

he happened to be on. 

Peter chose to be a hero! He became — 

!
While fighting to protect the innocent, 

Star-Lord joined with other heroes from other 

parts of the cosmos, and together this group 

became known as the
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for the earthling① known as Peter Quill, 

life was pretty good onboard the space station 

Knowhere. It was an amazing place, after 

all. Unlike normal space stations, it wasn’t 

made out of metal or a rare space element. It 

was made out of bone!

How was that possible? The station was built 

inside the skull of a long-dead giant celestial② 

being. “I live inside a massive floating alien 

skull,” Peter would say. “How cool is THAT?!”

1
chapter

① earthling n. 地球人  ② celestial adj. 天上的





The station was filled with strange and 

wonderful beings. Peter got to meet people and 

do things that no other human being ever had, 

or ever would. It was a pretty special feeling.

But the very best thing about Knowhere 

was that it served as home base for the

      

   

an intergalactic① Super Hero 

team that Peter was proud  

to be a part of ! 

      

   

team that Peter was proud  

① intergalactic adj. 银河间的
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There were four other members of the 

team: Drax, the green-skinned, alien 

strongman; , a living tree monster 

from space; Rocket , a furry little weapons 

specialist who looked almost exactly like a 

large Earth raccoon; and Gamora, an 

intergalactic warrior① trained in several dozen 

forms of combat. And, of course, there was the 

leader of the group,   

.
When he wasn’t out in space doing awesome 

(if sometimes super-dangerous) missions with 

his team, Peter spent his time doing fun stuff on 

Knowhere. Take today for example:

① warrior n. 武士  ② bull’s-eye n. 靶心
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